YEAR 1 larch clearance area

100% felling area with 80% ground cover which will be protected as much as possible

Area of mature beech with larch between. Beech to be protected as much as possible. Very little ground cover

Mature larch and ash mix with a 100% regen ground cover of ash and hazel. Felling and extraction routes have been marked out to protect the broadleaf as much as possible.

Larch and ash mix. Felling and extraction routes have been marked out to pick up the pockets of larch.

Mature larch and ash mix with a 100% regen ground cover of ash and hazel. Felling and extraction routes have been marked out to protect the broadleaf as much as possible.

Beech, ash and larch mix. Felling and extraction routes marked to protect the broadleaf, heritage features and gas pipeline.

Legend
- Planned monolithing of larch to protect surrounding mature trees
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